TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS
SEC. 31 32
T 25 R 9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:
MAP B-184 Partial Subdivision of section 31 32 2 9
MAP A-241 (Victory Map)
MAP B-499 3 14 1964 Partial Subdivision Sec 32 2 9
MAP B-49 W.S. Cates E.W. Anderson Subdivision Section 5
MAP F-40-100 D.H. Schrader 1905
BK CT 10 Page 100 Book 1 Page 81
BK P17 Page 55
FOUND: Book 4 Page 57

CONDITION:
Good
Bridge Spike 10" Deep

(970) Found Telephone Pole 58°E 78°N - still 31, 14
(971) Found Telephone Pole S 133°30'W 129°E - still 31
(972) Found Power Pole N 74°W 39°N still哦(Refer to back of this Card)
(973) Found nothing of the old fence corner (33°E 412 feet) (refer to back of card)
(974) Brass Cap is in same position

REWITNESS

1 SET 1/2" Iron Re-Bar with 3" Brass Cap and Cement

96" Hat Section

NEW ACCESSORY:
Power Pole 36" GR8 N 74°W 39°N
Old fence corner Post N 02°W @ ±19

COMMENTS: Cap is located ±6" north of east-west centerline stripe. This area is farm land.
North of the corner is an open field. Corner check (1971) George Urry
IN THE PRESENCE OF: Allen Ducan RS 79.3
George Urry
Gary Arthur

DATE: January 1970
PHOTO:

C. County corner tag affixed.

TITL: Gnm